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Abstract—Electricity Retailers offer various utility plans in
the hope that the increased competition would result in lower
prices, improved service, and innovative product offerings. In
this paper, we present the retail electric provider’s (REP)
optimal pricing strategy for residential customers in smart grid,
in which the REP offers multiple utility plans for customers
with different needs, which includes a flat-rate plan, a multi-
stage plan, and a lump-sum fee plan. The residential customers
select the utility plan that maximize their own payoffs by
considering their own demands and the pricing strategies of
the three plans. In the other way around, the REP optimizes
its profit by carefully designing its pricing strategy based on
residential customers’ decisions. To obtain insights of such a
highly coupled system, we consider a system with one REP
and a group of customers in need of electricity. We propose
a three-stage Stackelberg game model, in which the REP acts
as the leader who decides the specific plans to offer at Stage
I, then announces the price for each plan in stage II, and
finally the customers act as followers that select plans in stage
III. We derive the market equilibrium by analyzing customers’
decisions among the plans under different pricing schemes.
Then, we provide the REP’s optimal pricing strategies to
maximize its profit. In the end, we give the optimal decisions
for REP on the specific plan(s) to offer while considering
each customer’s evaluation and demand. Both the analytical
and simulation results show that the lump-sum fee plan can
maximize REP’s profit in most cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, many US states have moved

to deregulate their electric markets, with 24 states allowing

for at least some competition among retail electric providers

(REPs) including California, Texas, and New York [1].

Deregulation on the retail market has enabled all electricity

customers, both business entities and residential customers

to choose not only their REP among various retailers who

provide a range of options such as lower price, better

service, eco-friendliness and so on, but also the plan that

appeals to them based on price, term, or another factors [2].

Texas has the most competitive retail electricity market in

the United States. As of September 2016, 109 REPs were

operating in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas and

97 products with 100% renewable energy were available to

consumers [3]. Texas’s competitive electricity market results

in a noticeable retail price decline in recent years.

As electric vehicle and other power applications emerge,

residential electricity demand is continuously increasing in
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recent years [4]. According to a report by the Edison Electric

Institute (EEI) and the Institute for Electric Innovation (IEI),

the residential electric vehicle charging demand in U.S. will

be doubled from 2018 in less than 3 years [5]. To satisfy

the increasing residential electricity demand and provide

high quality service in the future, demand side management

(DSM) has been proposed for smart grid in response of

the residential electricity demand. For example, altering

customers’ electricity consumption behaviors by shifting

electricity usage from peak to non-peak hours through load

scheduling or pricing strategies [6]. The real price impact

of retail electricity choice is difficult to measure because

of, among other things, rate variations with respect to

wholesale price, the customer’s load profile, on- and off-

peak conditions, marketing costs, and contract duration [7].

Both the technology and economics aspects of residential

electricity demand response have attracted much attention

of the industry and academia [8].

To increase market shares and profits, the REPs are

actively designing various electricity plans to attract potential

consumers [9]. One traditional way to charge customer is

the flat rate pricing, which offers a fixed rate and charge

customers based on their electricity usage [10]. Another

electricity plan is the multi-stage electricity price (MEP)

policy [11]. This plan is widely adopted in many countries,

including plenty of areas in China [12]. Time-of-use (TOU)

pricing is another plan that charges the customers for differ-

ent prices in on-peak hours and off-peak hours. It can guide

the customers to regulate electricity consumption in terms

of fairness and efficiency [13], and has been approved to

be able to reduce peak power consumption [14]. From the

customers’ point of view, shopping deregulated electricity

plans can be overwhelming, since they find out the most

suitable plan from their subscribed REP depending upon

many factors such as their needs and/or interests, and the

pricing strategies of REP.

In this paper, we present REP’s optimal pricing strategy

for residential electricity usage that supports different sub-

scription options. We model the operation of multiple plans

as a three-stage Stackelberg game to derive REP’s optimal

pricing strategy and decisions. On one hand, the REP, which

acts as a leader, needs to decide on its pricing strategy

to optimize its profit while ensuring residential customers’

participation. On the other hand, the residential customers,

which act as followers, need to decide on their subscription

strategies to optimize a tradeoff between the benefit from



electricity plans and the associated payment cost.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

• System model with multiple electricity plans for resi-

dential customers: We introduce the optimal charging

strategy that considers different electricity plans and

relevant pricing strategy for residential electricity usage

in smart grid. We model the research problem as a three-

stage Stackelberg game and derive the optimal pricing

strategy and decisions through backward induction.

• Analysis of parameters’ influences: We study the im-

pacts of the customers characteristics and electricity

cost on the REP’s profit and market state. Our results

provide the REP with guidelines for selecting the spe-

cific plan(s) to maximize profit.

• Comparison between plans: We compare the traditional

flat-rate plan, multi-stage plan, and lump-sum fee plan.

Our results provide insights for REPs to make optimal

pricing strategy to maximize profit.

The key insights of this paper are summarized as follows:

• Lump-Sum Fee Plan maximizes profit in most cases.

In most cases, especially when customers have high

evaluation and consumes large electricity, lump-sum fee

plan brings the highest profit to REP than other plans.

• Serving flat-rate plan only when customers’ evaluation

and demand is medium. When customers have lower

evaluation and demand less electricity, they can not af-

ford high price, nor consume large amount of electricity.

In this case, customers prefer the flat-rate plan most,

REP should offer customers flat-rate plan to maximize

its profit.

• Customer Decisions: Customers with high evaluation

and demand prefer lump-sum fee plan, while customers

who have low evaluation and demand prefer the tradi-

tional flat-rate plan. Customers who feel the price is too

high will not choose any plan.

• Key Parameters: REP’s profit increases with customers’

evaluation and demand, but decreases with electric-

ity cost. Furthermore, large electricity cost lowers the

fraction of customers choosing lump-sum fee plan,

while large customer evaluation increases the fraction

of customers choosing lump-sum fee plan.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we

introduce the system model and three electricity plans in

Section II. Then, the three-stage Stackelberg game is solved

in Section III, in which we use backward induction to

derive customers’ optimal decisions, REP’s optimal pricing

strategy, and optimal decision sequentially. The numerical

results are provided in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are

drawn in Section V .

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Considering monopoly market with only one electricity

retailer, the REP, who supplies electricity to a group of

residential customers. The REP offers different electricity

plans and charges its customers with the corresponding

pricing strategy. We model the interactions of a REP and its

customers as a three-stage Stackelberg game. Specifically,

the REP decides which plans will be provided in Stage I,

including the flat-rate plan, multi-stage plan, and lump-sum

fee plan. In Stage II, the REP computes the optimal prices

of each service plan to maximize its expected profit from the

customers. In Stage III, each customer decides which plans

to take based on its expected payoffs under the announced

prices.
A. Modeling Preliminaries

1) Pricing Strategy: The 3 electricity plans flat-rate plan,

multi-stage plan, and lump-sum fee plan are denoted as r1, r2
and r3, respectively. Each plan has a specific pricing strategy

to charge customers the amount of electricity they have

consumed q. In service plan r1, the REP charges customers

by a flat unit fee p, the unit electricity fee is fixed no matter

how much the customers have consumed, and the total fees is

increasing with the electricity consumed linearly. Compared

with service plan r1, we propose a two-stage plan which is

a special case of multi-stage plan when there are 2 different

rates in service plan r2. When the electricity consumed is

less than or equal to a threshold qt, the unit price is αp. When

the total usage of electricity is larger than qt, the overage unit

price becomes βp. In such a way, the REP can encourage the

use of electricity by setting α > β if the electricity is over

capacity. However, by setting α < β, the REP discourages

the customers of consuming more electricity. For service

plan r3, customers are usually charged a monthly service

fee and additional charges based on the electrical energy

consumed by the household during the month. The REP

charges a lump-sum fee γ whenever customer consumes less

than qt, then charges the overage part with a unit price β′p.

We assume that β′ = β. When customer’s electricity usage

has surpassed qt, the prices for overage are the same in both

Plan 2 and Plan 3.

In this work, we focus on the REP’s optimal pricing policy

under different service plans, i.e., r1, r2 and r3. Since the

traditional way flat rate p has a commonly accepted value, we

assume p in Plan 1 is a constant value. We are concentrating

on solving the optimal prices in Plan 2 and 3, which are

defined as follows: {r2} ⇒ {α⋆}, and {r3} ⇒ γ⋆. Then we

show the REP’s optimal decisions between the traditional

pricing and our proposed ones.
2) Customer Characteristics: Assuming that customer’s

utility function is modelled by a concave function of its

electricity consumption v(q), which is increasing with the

electricity consumption q. Customer’s electricity consump-

tion q is modelled as a random variable and follows a

uniform distribution over the range [0,q̄], where q̄ is the

maximum electricity consumption. For the sake of simplicity,

we adopt the special form of a concave function, and

write the utility function v(q) in the linear form as vq,

where v represents the customer evaluation coefficient for

a unit amount of electricity. User’s eva;uation can be regard

as user’s affordability, which is related with their income

status and life style. Similar to the customer’s consumption,

we assume that customer’s evaluation follows the uniform

distribution over the range [0,v̄], where v̄ is the maximum

evaluation coefficient.



B. Customer Payoff

Generally, different customers have different electricity

demand and their evaluations for the same electricity con-

sumption vary from one to another. Thus, we use (v, q) to

characterize one customer’s evaluation and electricity de-

mand. For each service plan the REP provided, the payoff of

a type-(v, q) customer depends on both customer’s evaluation

coefficient v and his/her electricity demand q. Customer’s

payoff by subscribing to different electricity plans are listed

as follows.

1) Plan 1: For flat-rate plan, i.e., r1, the payoff for a

type-(v, q) customer is

S1 = vq − qp. (1)

For the type-(v, q) customer, its electricity consumption q
is unknown prior to it subscription. Based on our previous

assumption that the consumption follows the uniform distri-

bution in the range [0, q̄] with the probability density function

(PDF) f(q) = 1

q̄
. Thus, for customer with the type-(v, q)

choosing r1 plan, its expected payoff is as follows:

S1 =

∫ q̄

0

S1f(q)dq. (2)

Thus, for a flat-rate plan with a fixed electricity price, the

higher the customer’s evaluation v and the more electricity

it consumes, the higher income would bring to the REP.

2) Plan 2: When a type-(v, q) customer chooses the two-

stage plan r2, his/her payoff is:

S2 =

{

vq − αpq, q ≤ qt,

vq − αpqt − βp(q − qt), q > qt.

In the same way, we can compute the expected payoff of a

customer who subscribed to the r2 plan with type-(v, q) as

follows:

S2 =

∫ q̄

0

S2f(q)dq

=

∫ qt

0

[vq − αpq]f(q)dq

+

∫ q̄

qt

[vq − αpqt − βp(q − qt)]f(q)dq.

(3)

3) Plan 3: For the customers choosing the lump-sum fee

plan r3, the payoff for a customer with type-(v, q) is:

S3 =

{

vq − γ, q ≤ qt,

vq − γ − βp(q − qt), q > qt.

where γ represents the lump-sum fees when the customer

consumes less than qt amount of electricity. For the overage

electricity, the unit price is βp. Thus, the same as in S2, the

expect payoff for a customer selecting Plan 3 is

S3 =

∫ q̄

0

S3f(q)dq

=

∫ qt

0

[vq − γ]f(q)dq

+

∫ q̄

qt

[vq − γ − βp(q − qt)]f(q)dq.

(4)

C. Retail Electric Provider Profit

The REP’s profits for all plans are listed as follows.

1) Plan 1: For a type (v, q) customer who chooses plan

r1, the REP’s profit Π1 is the payment from customers minus

the electricity cost,

Π1 = pq − qc, (5)

where p is the market competitive price which is assumed as

a constant here, and c is the unit electricity cost. The REP’s

expected profit from Plan 1 is

Π1 =

∫ v̄

0

∫ q̄

0

[pq − qc]f(q)f(v)dqdv, (6)

where f(v) = 1

v̄
is the PDF of customer’s evaluation.

2) Plan 2: Facing a type (v, q) customer who chooses

plan r2, the profit of the REP is

Π2(α) =

{

αpq − qc, q < qt,

αpq2 + βp(q − qt)− qc, qt < q ≤ q̄.

The REP’s expected profit from Plan 2 is

Π2 =

∫ v̄

0

[

∫ q̄t

0

(αpq − qc)f(q)dq

+

∫ q̄

q̄t

(αpq2 + βp(q − qt)− qc)f(q)dq]f(v)dv. (7)

3) Plan 3: Facing a type (v, q) customer who chooses

plan r3, the profit of the REP is

Π3(γ) =

{

γ − qc, q ≤ qt,

γ + βp(q − qt)− qc, qt < q ≤ q̄.

The REP’s expected profit from Plan 3 is

Π3 =

∫ v̄

0

[

∫ q̄t

0

(γ − qc)f(q)dq

+

∫ q̄

q̄t

(γ + βp(q − qt)− qc)f(q)dq]f(v)dv. (8)

III. BACKWARD INDUCTION OF THE THREE-STAGE

STACKELBERG GAME

In this section, we will derive the REP’s optimal decisions

by backward induction. The customers’ optimal decisions

will be obtained firstly in Stage III. Then the REP’s optimal

pricing strategy will be provided in Stage II based on cus-

tomers’ decisions. Given REP’s optimal profit under different

scenarios, its optimal decision in Stage I can be derived.

A. Customer’s Decision in Stage III

We start from the case when REP offers a combination of

{r1, r3}. For a clear presentation of the close-form solution,

we normalize the constant competitive price p as 1, which

will not affect our final conclusion. Here we also assume

that the electricity cost is less than the competitive price,

thus 0 < c < 1. Facing the two options, each customer will

make selection to maximize its own payoff. Based on Eq. (2)

and (4), we will show the specific regions that the customers

who choose plan r1 falls into.



When 0 < γ ≤ 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), customers who choose

subscribe to plan r1 fall into the region

S1 = Ø. (9)

Similarly, customers who choose subscribe to plan r3 fall

into the region

S3 = {4γ + βq̄ − βqt
2q̄ + 2qt

≤ v ≤ v̄}. (10)

Customers who choose none of the plans fall into the region

SN = {0 ≤ v <
4γ + βq̄ − βqt

2q̄ + 2qt
}. (11)

When γ > 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), customers who choose subscribe

to plan r1 fall into the region

S1 = {p ≤ v ≤ 4γq̄ − q̄2 + βq̄2 − 4γqt − 2βq̄qt + βq2t
q̄2 − 2q2t

}.
(12)

Similarly, customers who choose to order from plan r3 fall

into the region

S3 = {4γq̄ − q̄2 + βq̄2 − 4γqt − 2βq̄qt + βq2t
q̄2 − 2q2t

≤ v̄}. (13)

Customers who choose none of the plans fall into the region

SN = {0 ≤ v < p}. (14)

Based on the above discussion, we are able to know

customers’ selection (S1,S3,SN ) are characterized by the

lines v1, v2, and v = p = 1 as illustrated in Fig. 1, where

v1 =
4γ + βq̄ − βqt

2q̄ + 2qt
, (15)

v2 =
4γq̄ − q̄2 + βq̄2 − 4γqt − 2βq̄qt + βq2t

q̄2 − 2q2t
. (16)

Proposition 1. When 0 < γ ≤ 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), a type-(v, q)

customer would choose:

• Plan 1: No customer will select;

• Plan 3: if v1 ≤ v < v̄;

• None: if 0 < v < v1.

When γ > 1

8
(6q̄−βq̄), a type-(v, q) customer would choose:

• Plan 1: if p ≤ v < v2;

• Plan 3: if v2 ≤ v < v̄;

• None: if 0 < v < p.

Proposition 1 shows that, when the lump-sum fee in Plan

3 is small, no customer will choose Plan 1. There are cus-

tomers select Plan 1 only when lump-sum fee is larger than

a certain value. Furthermore, Plan 1 will only be selected by

customers with low evaluation, who are likely to consume

less electricity. While customers with high evaluation will

be less sensitive to price, they would prefer Plan 3. As for

the combination of {r1, r2}, the formulation and analysis are

similar to that of the combination of {r1, r3}, and they can

be obtained following the same procedure.

B. Optimal Pricing in Stage II

As the electricity supplier, REP’s objective is to maximize

the profit while providing satisfactory services to the elec-

tricity customers. In stage II, the REP will determine the

optimal pricing strategy based on customers’ decisions in

Stage III. Since the price in Plan 1 is a constant, we first

derive the optimal prices in Plan 2 and 3 when only one

of the 3 plans are offered, then derive the optimal pricing

strategy when the REP offering the combination of {r1, r3}.

1) Plan 2: Based on the definition of REP’s expected

profit in Eq. (7), we derive the REP’s optimal pricing strategy

for Plan 2 in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. The REP’s optimal pricing in Plan 2 is

α∗ =
−2βq̄2 + cq̄2 + 4βq̄qt − 2βq2t + q̄2v̄

2(2q̄ − qt)qt
. (17)

2) Plan 3: Based on the definition of REP’s expected

profit in Eq. (8), we derive the REP’s optimal pricing strategy

for Plan 3 in Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. The REP’s optimal pricing in Plan 3 is

γ∗ =
−3βq̄2 + 2cq̄2 + 5βq̄qt − 2βq2t + 2q̄2v̄ + 2q̄qtv̄

8q̄
.

(18)

3) Combination {r1, r3}: When both Plan 1 and Plan 3

are both available at the same time, the REP has 3 choices:

offing 2 plans together, Plan 1 only, or Plan 3 only. Based on

customers’ decision obtained from the previous subsection,

and the REP’s payoff functions defined in Eqs. (5) and (8),

we show the REP’s optimal pricing strategy in Proposition

4.

Proposition 4. When 0 < γ ≤ 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), the REP offers

Plan 3 only, the optimal pricing is the same as in Proposition

3.

When γ > 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), REP offers Plan 1 and 3 at the

same time ready for customers to choose, the optimal pricing

is

γ∗ =
2(−1 + 4β)q̄2qt + 2βq3t + q̄3(3− 3β + v̄)− q̄q2t (7β + 2v̄)

8q̄(q̄ − qt)
.

(19)

C. Optimal Decision in Stage I

Under the optimal prices obtained from the previous

section, we first derive the optimal profit in Plan 1, 2, and

3 when only one of the 3 plans are offered, then derive the

optimal profit when the REP offering the combination of

{r1, r3}.

1) Plan 1: Based on the definition of REP’s expected

profit in Eq. (5), we derive the optimal profit when REP

only offers Plan 1.

Proposition 5. Under the market competitive price, the

REP’s optimal profit is

Π∗

1
=

1

2
(q̄ − c). (20)



(a) 0 < γ ≤
1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄). (b) γ > 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄).

Fig. 1: The customer’s optimal decisions.

2) Plan 2: Based on the definition of REP’s expected

profit in Eq. 7, we derive the optimal profit when REP only

offers Plan 2.

Proposition 6. Under the market competitive price, the

REP’s optimal profit is

Π∗

2
=

q̄(c− v̄)2

8v̄
. (21)

3) Plan 3: Based on the definition of REP’s expected

profit in Eq. (8), we derive the optimal profit when REP

only offers Plan 3.

Proposition 7. Under the market competitive price, the

REP’s optimal profit is

Π∗

3
=

(β(q̄2 − 3q̄qt + 2q2t ) + 2q̄(−cq̄ + (q̄ + qt)v̄))
2

32q̄2(q̄ + qt)v̄
.

(22)

4) Combination {r1, r3}: Based on the definition of

REP’s expected profit in Eq. (4), the optimal profit of the

REP can achieve when offering Plan 1 and 3 at the same

time.

Proposition 8. When 0 < γ ≤ 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), the REP offers

Plan 3 only, the optimal profit is the same as in Proposition

7.

When γ > 1

8
(6q̄ − βq̄), the REP offers Plan 1 and 3

together, the optimal profit can also get a close form solution.

The close-form solution here has a long equation which

we will provide in our technical report.

Given the REP’s optimal profits under different scenarios,

we can conduct a comparison between serving Plan 3 only

or the two plans together. Then we will be able to choose the

one that maximizes REP’s profit. The REP’s decision can be

summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 9. When 0 < v̄ ≤ 1

3
(3−

√
3),

• 0 ≤ c < 1, offering Plan 3 only.

When 1

3
(3−

√
3) < v̄ ≤ 1

3
(3 +

√
3),

• 0 ≤ c ≤ − 3

2
(−2 + v̄) − 1

2

√
3
√
4− 4v̄ + v̄2, offering

Plan 3 only;

• − 3

2
(−2 + v̄) − 1

2

√
3
√
4− 4v̄ + v̄2 ≤ c ≤ 1, offering

Plan 1 and 3 together.

When 1

3
(3 +

√
3) < v̄ < 2,

• 0 ≤ c ≤ − 3

2
(−2 + v̄) − 1

2

√
3
√
4− 4v̄ + v̄2, offering

Plan 3 only;

• −(3/2)(−2+ v̄)− 1

2

√
3
√
4− 4v̄ + v̄2 ≤ c ≤ − 3

2
(−2+

v̄)+ 1

2

√
3
√
4− 4v̄ + v̄2, offering Plan 1 and 3 together;

• − 3

2
(−2 + v̄) + 1

2

√
3
√
4− 4v̄ + v̄2 ≤ c ≤ 1, offering

Plan 3 only.

When v̄ ≥ 2,

• 0 ≤ c < 1, offering Plan 3 only.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, numerical simulations will be given to

illustrate how REP’s profit is impacted by the key parameters

such as customer’s evaluation, electricity consumption, and

REP’s cost on electricity in Fig. (2). Furthermore, REP’s

optimal decisions under the combination of {r1, r3} are also

provided in Fig. 3.

A. Comparisons Among Plans

From Fig. 2 we see that the REP’s profit is the highest

when offering Plan 3, then Plan 2. The flat-rate Plan 1 brings

REP the lowest profit. This result actually coincides with

our observations in daily life. The flat-rate Plan 1 is the old

way for charging customers, which are gradually replaced

by the multi-stage pricing strategy in recent decades, which

is a general case of our proposed Plan 2, when there are

multiple stages instead of 2. For the lump-sum fee plan, it

has been offered by many REPs such as Reliant and Direct

Energy in North America, and is one of the most popular

electricity plans among residential customers. The lump-sum

plan encounrages users to consume more electricity, and

charges customer a subscription fee no matter if they use

up the electricity or not. Thus many customers encounter

the sunken cost which turns into the REP’s profit.

Fig. 2a shows that REP’s profit is an increasing function

of customer’s evaluation, which is quite intuitive. Since the

more customers evaluate the electricity, the higher price they

would like to pay, which directly increases REP’s income

when the electricity cost is fixed. For the flat-rate Plan 1

since we normalize it as a constant, thus the REP’s profit

is independent of customer’s evaluation. Fig. 2b shows that

REP’s profit is a decreasing function of electricity cost,

which is also an intuitive result. Since the higher the unit

price that the REP buys the electricity from power plant,

the higher price customers will be charged. In return, facing

high price, less customers will choose the plan, results in

less profit for REP. Fig. 2c shows that REP’s profit is an

increasing function of customer consumption. Since the more

electricity the customers consumes, the more they need to

pay to the REP.

B. Retail Electric Provider’s Optimal Decision

In Fig. 3, the optimal choices for maximizing REP’s profit

are provided under different settings. Fig. 3 shows REP is

capable of offering both Plan 1 and 3 together at the middle
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Fig. 2: The service provider’s optimal profit under different system setting.

Fig. 3: The REP’s optimal decision.

red region, but need to switch to offer Plan 3 only in the blue

region. This result shows that when customer’s evaluation is

low, Plan 1 is possible to bring competitive profit compared

to Plan 3. But as customer’s evaluation increases, the REP

should simply serve Plan 3 since it brings much higher profit

than Plan 1. The similar conclusion can be also found out

in Fig. 2.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied REP’s optimal pricing strat-

egy when providing different electricity plans for residential

customers’ selections. First, we derive customers’ optimal

decisions by considering the pricing strategy in different

plans. Then, we provide the REP’s optimal pricing strategies

for each plan. In the end, we give the optimal decisions for

REP on the specific plan(s) to serve when offering Plan 1 and

3 at the same time. Through analysis, we find out that Plan 1

is optimal only when customers have low evaluation, while

customers with high evaluation and high demand would

prefer Plan 3. Furthermore, when the lump-sum fee in Plan

3 is small, no customer will choose Plan 1.

Our work opens several directions in the future. First, we

assume the REP’s electricity cost is a constant value, but in

reality REP’s electricity also encounters an increase when the

purchased amount electricity is overage. Thus, it is necessary

to model REP’s cost in a more general way. Second, REP

usually buys electricity from power plant with a lump-sum

fee and there will be additional cost if electricity are not

consumed, which is similar to customer’s Plan 3. Less or

over consumptions both deteriorates REP’s profit. For future

research, it is also meaningful to maximize REP’s profit

while considering the stability of the smart grid system.
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